
10.21.21 Direction to Line Drawers

● Kennedy: Request new visualization of Senate SD San Suni to show us what 2
assembly districts or closely within Senate district.

● Sinay: Put in yellow the districts we’re considering for VRA.

● Sinay: Request visualization keeping Camp Pendleton, Oceanside, Carlsbad,
Solana Beach, and Del Mar together -- they are along the 5, they are coastal
cities, and real connections are down the coast.

● Andersen: New Visualization: Take Karuk Tribe on western portion of Siskiyou
and add to coastal.

● Toledo: Support Andersen’s request, ask Commissioners to include the “why”.

● Sinay: Communities of east of 110 - Looking for guidance on how to look at those
communities as well as South Los Angeles and parts of Central Los Angeles.
Asking if we can at the next visualization, that area be massaged a little bit better.

● Akutagawa: Support what Andersen said about Karuk Tribe.

● Akutagawa: Communities east of the 110 - Want to just reiterate what
commissioner sinay said in asking people to call in if you are in one of these
communities.

● Sadhwani: Direction is to take a look at those from today and see if it fits with
other directions already given.

● Sadhwani: Ventura County - Pt. Hueneme to Piru, add that as a potential
scenario for us to look at for next week.

● Sadhwani: Pairing of the beach cities with the more inland areas of South and
South Central Los Angeles. Maintaining Torrance and connecting that to
Lawndale, but would need to look at Gardena. I would offer those are great
options for us to possibly consider.

● Sadhwani: Orange County - Some options that we saw today including Cerritos
and Artesia from Los Angeles. Little India, I think is in that area for example,  and



having that come into some of those Orange County districts. We also struggled
with the Irvine, Tustin, and Costa Mesa area.  There were some great ideas
coming out of that presentation that we could take a look at and explore further.

● Yee: Karuk submission, heard it two different ways. I believe the proposal was to
keep Siskiyou County together but add that little northeastern corner of
Humboldt, which has the census-designated place of Orleans -- has a karuk
population there.  Here's for the Senate plan but i believe it was the same
suggestion for Assembly, but Del Norte is kept the same.

● Fornaciari: Notes I have is that was a suggestion from California Native Vote
Project. But California Environmental Voters' suggestion was to go into Siskiyou
and bring part of Siskiyou to the coast because they were trying to honor
Humboldt County request to keep Humboldt County whole.  I'd like to see both of
those options and help us understand what the trade-offs are.

● Sinay: Any restrictions in us separating the Los Angeles Port and the Long
Beach port? We've heard very clearly from Long Beach they want to stay
together.

● Sinay: Making sure Richmond whole, making sure Oakland is whole as much as
possible and with Emeryville and that Pittsburg, Antioch and Bay Point stay
together as much as possible.

● Toledo: Keeping Asian American communities together in Los Angeles --
specifically the downtown neighborhoods of Chinatown, Historic Filipinotown,
Koreatown, Little Tokyo, Thai Town as much as possible in Congressional district
and nesting districts.

● Sinay: North Coastal and Inland area - If you read them closely, they say please
keep Humboldt to Marin together, most of them.  They don't say Del Norte.  If you
read the Del Norte ones they say we like this idea, put us with Siskiyou.  If it does
give you more flexibility -- it doesn't have to be for all three of them.

● Sinay: Some interesting ideas for the Central Coast, and that was an area we
were kind of stuck on especially when we created it from Pacifica all the way
down to Santa Barbara -- feel free to explore what works well.



● Sinay: El Cajon - If you can figure out where the lines are or if we need to put it
out there for the public to share with us how they define the hills versus the
valley.  I think demographically wealthier individuals live in the hills.


